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ABSTRACT
Stack inspection is a key technology for runtime access con-
trol of programs in a network environment. In this paper,
a veri�cation problem to decide whether a given program
with stack inspection satis�es a given security property is
discussed. First, the computational complexity of the prob-
lem is investigated. Since the result implies the problem is
computationally intractable in general, we introduce a prac-
tically important subclass of programs which exactly model
programs containing checkPermission of Java development
kit 1.2. We show that the problem for this subclass is solv-
able in linear time in the size of a program.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Software]: Operating System|Security and Protec-
tion; K.6.5 [Computing Milieux]: Management of Com-
puting and Information Systems|Security and Protection

General Terms
Security, Veri�cation

Keywords
access control, security veri�cation, stack inspection, Java

1. INTRODUCTION
Stack inspection is a simple but su�ciently practical ac-
cess control technology, which is provided by Java devel-
opment kit 1.2 (JDK1.2) [9]. In the JDK1.2 environment,
every method belongs to one of the protection domains, and
each protection domain is granted several permissions. If
a method m belongs to a protection domain d and d is
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granted a permission p, then we simply say m has permis-
sion p. If the method checkPermission(p) with a permis-
sion p as an actual argument is invoked from a method m,
then JDK1.2 examines not only whether the method m has
p but also whether every ancestor method which directly
or indirectly invokes m have p. If all those methods have
p, then the execution continues. Otherwise, the execution
is aborted. The runtime control stack (or simply, stack)
consists of frames for the active method and its ancestor
methods. A frame for a method m contains the protection
domain which m belongs to as well as actual arguments,
local variables and the return address of m. The stack is
inspected by checkPermission(p) from the top (the active
method) to the bottom to examine whether the above men-
tioned condition is met; if a method which does not have p
is encountered, then the execution is aborted. If the stack
bottom or a method with a particular mode (called priv-
ileged) is encountered, then checkPermission(p) terminates
successfully and returns to the active method.
The owner of local methods which directly or indirectly

access secret local resources is responsible for placing ap-
propriate check statements, which invokes checkPermission,
in those local methods. The system is expected to sat-
isfy a certain global security property such as `if the control
reaches write method, then the control has passed through
only methods which have permission pcustomer or pwrite.'
However, ensuring that a program satis�es such a global se-
curity property by hand becomes di�cult when the whole
program is large and complicated.
In [14], we introduced a security veri�cation problem for

programs with stack inspection based on [12]. The problem
was de�ned as whether every reachable state of P satis�es
 for a given program P and a global security property  .
We showed that the problem is decidable. However, neither
the computational complexity of solving the problem nor a
practical veri�cation method has been investigated.
In this paper, we �rst analyze how the complexity of the

veri�cation problem alters when the representation of reg-
ular languages to specify a check statement and a global
security property is changed (deterministic �nite automa-
ton, nondeterministic �nite automaton and regular expres-
sion). Since the complexity results imply that the problem
is generally intractable (unless P = PSPACE), we introduce
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a subclass of programs which model programs containing
checkPermission in JDK1.2. This subclass is called �JDK1:2.
Next, we show that the veri�cation problem for �JDK1:2 is
e�ciently solvable for the size of a given program.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section

2, we review the veri�cation problem with a brief example.
The computational complexity of the problem is investigated
in section 3. In section 4, we show that time complexity of
the problem is linear in the program size for the subclass
�check-free such that the property in each check statement
in a program in this subclass is trivially true. In section 5,
time complexity of the veri�cation problem for the subclass
�JDK1:2 is shown to be linear in the program size by reduc-
ing the problem for �JDK1:2 to the problem for �check-free.
Finally, we draw some concluding remarks in section 6.
Related Works. Our program model and the de�ni-

tion of the veri�cation problem are based on the model intro-
duced in [12], the pioneering paper which �rst discussed the
security veri�cation of programs with stack inspection. The
di�erence between the model in [12] and ours is that [12] uses
linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas [4] to describe both the
property in a check statement and a global security prop-
erty while we use regular languages, whose expressive power
to represent a set of �nite sequences is properly stronger
than that of LTL formulas [7]. Also, the veri�cation algo-
rithm in [12] is based on model checking [4] and works only
for mutual recursion-free programs, while we showed that
the problem is generally decidable even for programs which
contain mutual recursion. In [17], a more general notion of
stack inspection is proposed by using ABLP logic [1], which
is a kind of belief logic, and a su�cient condition for a check
statement to succeed is shown. However, [17] does not dis-
cuss the veri�cation of a global security property which is
discussed in [12] and our papers.
[5] and [6] are the pioneering works which proposed a

static analysis of information ow based on a lattice model
of security classes. Denning's analysis method has been for-
malized and extended in various ways by abstract interpre-
tation [15], type theory [16, 10, 13] and process algebra [2].

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Program Model
Following [12], we model a program as a directed graph
called a ow graph. Each node of a ow graph corresponds
to a location in the program (program point). A statement
which performs runtime check of access permission such as
checkPermission in JDK1.2 is called a check statement and
is incorporated into the model. A check statement examines
whether the current state of the executed program satis�es
the property speci�ed in the statement. If the property is
satis�ed, the program continues its execution. Otherwise,
the execution is aborted.
A ow graph has two kinds of edges. The �rst one is a

transfer edge (tg), which represents a control ow within a
method. For example, if there is a tg from n1 to n2 (denoted

as n1
TG
! n2), then the control can move to n2 just after the

execution of n1. The second edge is a call edge (cg), which
represents a method invocation. For example, suppose that

there is a cg from n1 to n2 (denoted as n1
CG
! n2). If the

control reaches n1, then the control can further be passed
to n2.

Formally, a program P is a directed graph represented as
a 5-tuple P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG) such that:

IS : NO ! fcall ; return; check(L�)g
IT : NO
TG : NO ! 2NO

CG : NO ! 2NO :

NO is a set of nodes representing program points and 2NO

is the set of all subsets of NO . IT is the entry point of the
entire program called the initial node. TG and CG are sets
of transfer edges and call edges, respectively.
The set of nodes is divided into the following three subsets

by IS . Let n 2 NO .

� IS (n) = call . n is a call node which represents a
method call.

� IS (n) = return. n is a return node which represents
the return from a callee method.

� IS (n) = check(L�). n is a check node which represents
a check statement. If the current state of the program
satis�es the property represented by the language L�,
then the execution is continued. Otherwise, the exe-
cution is aborted. The syntax and semantics of the
language L� are de�ned in section 2.2.

2.2 Operational Semantics
A state of a program P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG) is a �nite

sequence of nodes, which is also called a stack. The initial
state of P is the stack which contains only the initial node
IT . The state immediately after a method call is the state
(stack) obtained by pushing the node of the callee onto the
current state. The concatenation of sequences s1 and s2 of
nodes is represented as s1 : s2. The sequence which consists
of only one node n is denoted by hni. We may write n
instead of hni if no ambiguity occurs.
Let � denote the empty sequence. For a �nite set � of

symbols, let �� denote the set of all �nite sequences on �
including �. Also let �+ = �� � f�g.
The semantics of a program is de�ned by a transition re-

lation . on the set of states. For states s1 and s2, s1 . s2
means that the transition from s1 to s2 is possible by a unit
execution step of the program.

Definition 2.1. (transition relation) For a given
program P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG), the relation . is the
least relation which satis�es the following three rules, where
s is a state (2 NO�) and n, m, ni, nj are nodes (2 NO).

IS(n) = call ; n
CG
! m

s : n . s : n : m

IS (m) = return; ni
TG
! nj

s : ni : m . s : nj

IS (n) = check(L�); s : n 2 L�; n
TG
! nj

s : n . s : nj

For a program P , a trace of P is a �nite sequence of states
in which the �rst state is the initial state and every pair
of adjacent states satis�es the transition relation .. The
concatenation of states is denoted as . by slightly abusing
the notation. The set of traces is de�ned as follows.
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Definition 2.2. (set of traces) For a given program
P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG), the set [[P ]] of traces of P is:

[[P ]] = fs1.� � �.sk j s1 = hIT i; s1; : : : ; sk 2 NO�; 8i < k; si.si+1g:

A language L� in a node check(L�) is a regular language
over NO (thus, L� � NO�). Recall that every state s is
a sequence of nodes, that is, s 2 NO�. As de�ned in the
third rule of De�nition 2.1, if the control reaches a node
check(L�), then the execution is continued if and only if the
current state belongs to L�. The model itself does not as-
sume any particular representation (e.g., regular expression,
�nite automaton) to denote a regular language L� although
we will use regular expression in this section.

Example 2.1. (Java stack inspection in JDK1.2)
A method invocation checkPermission(p) succeeds if

� every frame of the stack has permission p, or

� a frame (say f) is privileged and every later frame (in-
cluding f) in the stack has p.

Let N (p) be the set of nodes which have permission p and
let PRV be the set of privileged nodes. We can represent
checkPermission(p) as the check node check(JDK (p)) where:

JDK (p) = (NO�(PRV \N (p)) [ �)(N (p))�: (1)

main

n1:   call

n2:  return

spender

n3:   call

n4:   call

clyde

n5:   call

n6:   call

debit

n7: check(JDK(pdebit))

n8:   call

n9:   call

n10: return

read

n11:  check(JDK(pread))

n12: return

write

n13:  check(JDK(pwrite))

n14: return

System

Client Unknown

Provider

System

{d, r, w}

{d}

{d, r, w}

{d, r, w}

ƒ

--- pdebit
--- pread

 --- pwrite

d 
r 
w 

Figure 1: A Sample Program

Example 2.2. Figure 1 shows a program P = (NO ; IS ;
IT ;TG ;CG) which models a part of an on-line banking sys-
tem, which serves its clients with a method for withdrawing
money. There are four protection domains called System,
Provider, Client, and Unknown. A reliable provider is sup-
plied with read and write methods and is privileged by the
system. All users including clients and unknowns can invoke

a debit method, which invokes read and write methods. In
the �gure, a solid arrow represents a call edge and a dot-
ted arrow represents a transfer edge. Let NO = fni j 1 �
i � 14g. Permissions granted to each protection domain as
well as the protection domain which each node belongs to
are also shown in Figure 1. For example, the set of permis-
sions granted to System is fpdebit ; pread ; pwriteg. Also, the
set N (p) of nodes which have permission p is: N (pdebit) =
fn1; n2; n3; n4; n7; n8; � � � ; n14g and N (pread) = N (pwrite) =
fn1; n2; n7; n8; : : : ; n14g. Let PRV = fn8; n9g be the set of
nodes which are privileged. The property JDK (pdebit ) spec-
i�ed in node n7 is represented by the following regular ex-
pression:

JDK (pdebit) = (NO� (PRV \ N (pdebit )) [ �)(N (pdebit ))
�

by (1) in Example 2.1. The properties JDK (pread) in n11
and JDK (pwrite) in n13 are represented in the same way.
Consider the following two sequences:

�1 = n1 . n1n3 . n1n3n7 . n1n3n8 . n1n3n8n11 . n1n3n8n12

. n1n3n9 . n1n3n9n13 . n1n3n9n14 . n1n3n10 . n1n4;

�2 = n1 . n1n5 . n1n5n7 . n1n5n8:

For the state sequence �1, check nodes are executed three
times, at the underlined states. In each case, the state sat-
is�es the property (belongs to the language) speci�ed in the
check node. Therefore, �1 2 [[P ]]. For the sequence �2,
n1n5n7 62 JDK (pdebit) since n5 62 N (pdebit), and hence �2 62
[[P ]].

2.3 The Verification Problem
Intuitively, the veri�cation problem is to verify whether ev-
ery state in every trace in [[P ]] of a given program P satis�es
a given global security property. A global security prop-
erty is expressed as a regular language L , which is called a
veri�cation property.
Let Lsafe[ ] = f� j � is a state sequence such that ev-

ery state in � belongs to L g. Lsafe[ ] can be represented
as Lsafe[ ] = (L .)

�L . A program P satis�es a veri�ca-
tion property L if and only if every state in every trace in
[[P ]] belongs to L . Formally, we de�ne the veri�cation
problem as follows:

Instance: A program P and a veri�cation property L .

Question: [[P ]] � Lsafe[ ]?

Example 2.3. Consider Example 2.2 again.
Let L = (ERW )�[ (N (pdebit))

�ERW (ERW )� be the veri�ca-
tion property where ERW = fn11; n12; n13; n14g.
Lsafe[ ] = (L .)

�L means that if the control reaches ei-
ther the read or write method successfully, then the control
has passed through only nodes which have pdebit . In this par-
ticular example, [[P ]] � Lsafe[ ] holds, that is, program P
satis�es L .

In [14], we showed the following fundamental property by
using indexed grammar [3] to denote the set of traces.

Theorem 2.1. For a given program P and a given veri-
�cation property L , the veri�cation problem [[P ]] � Lsafe[ ]
is decidable.
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3. COMPLEXITY OF THE VERIFICATION
PROBLEM

Since an input of the veri�cation problem is a program P
and a veri�cation property L , the complexity of the prob-
lem depends on the representation of regular languages spec-
i�ed in check nodes and L . We use a �nite automaton
(FA) as the representation of a regular language. A deter-
ministic FA and a nondeterministic FA are denoted by a
DFA and an NFA, respectively. (The results of this paper
for NFA remain valid for regular expression.) Let DEXP-
POLY time denote the class of decision problems solvable
in deterministic O(cp(n)) time for a constant c (> 1) and
a polynomial p. For a set A, let jAj denote the cardi-
nality of A. The number of states of an FA M is de-
noted as #M . Let P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG) be a pro-
gram where P contains check(L�i) (1 � i � k) and each
L�i is speci�ed by an FA M�i . The size of P is de�ned as
kPk = jNO j+ jTGj+ jCG j+maxf#M�1 ; : : : ;#M�kg.

Theorem 3.1.[14] Let P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG;CG) be a
program. Assume that P contains check(L�i) (1 � i �
k) where each L�i is speci�ed by an NFA M�i . Also let
L be a veri�cation property speci�ed by a DFA M . The
veri�cation problem for P and L is DEXP-POLY time-
complete.

Note. If a veri�cation property L is also speci�ed by
an NFA instead of a DFA in Theorem 3.1, then the upper-
bound of the complexity of the algorithm becomes double
exponential time.

It is unknown whether the veri�cation problem is still
DEXP-POLY time-hard if the language in each check node
is speci�ed by a DFA. However, the veri�cation problem in
this case can be shown to be PSPACE-hard.

Proposition 3.2. Let P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG) be a
program and L a veri�cation property which satis�es the
assumption stated in Theorem 3.1 except that the language
L�i in each check(L�i) is speci�ed by a DFA M�i . The
veri�cation problem for P and L is PSPACE-hard.

Proof Sketch. By transforming the Quantified 3-

Satisfiability (Quantified 3SAT) problem to the veri�-
cation problem.

The time complexity of the veri�cation algorithm in [12]
is exponential to both the size of a program and the size
of an LTL formula. Also note that although we extend
the [12]'s model so that check statements in a program
are speci�ed by regular languages instead of LTL formulas,
the PSPACE-hardness of the veri�cation problem shown by
Proposition 3.2 holds even for the [12]'s model because the
languages in check nodes of the program PQ3SAT and the ver-
i�cation property L in the proof of Proposition 3.2 (see Ap-
pendix) can be speci�ed by simple LTL formulas. Also note
that PQ3SAT does not contain mutual recursion, and thus
the veri�cation problem is intractable (unless P = PSPACE)
even if we assume the absence of mutual recursion as is done
in the veri�cation algorithm in [12].

4. THE SUBCLASS�check-free OF PROGRAMS
In this section, we consider the subclass of programs which
contain only check(NO�) as a check node. Since NO� is the

set of all states (i.e., s 2 NO� for every state s), the execu-
tion of check(NO�) always succeeds. We will show that time
complexity of the veri�cation problem for this subclass is lin-
ear in the size of a program while the complexity depends on
the representation of a veri�cation property. This subclass,
called �check-free, might seem of no practical use since no
program in this class can substantially control any access.
However, in section 5 we will introduce a broader subclass
�JDK1:2 of programs which exactly model programs with
checkPermission in JDK1.2, and show that the veri�cation
problem for �JDK1:2 can be e�ciently solved by transform-
ing a program in �JDK1:2 to a program in �check-free.
The set [P ] of all states which are reachable from the

initial state of a program P is de�ned as follows:

[P ] = fs 2 NO� j 9s1 . s2 . � � � . si 2 [[P ]]; s = sig:

It is easy to see that for a program P and a veri�cation prop-
erty L , [P ] � L if and only if [[P ]] � (L .)

�L . Hence,
we can solve the veri�cation problem by deciding [P ] � L 
instead of deciding [[P ]] � (L .)

�L . If [P ] belongs to a class
of languages which is closed under intersection with regular
languages and for which the emptiness problem is decidable,
then we can obtain a decision algorithm for the veri�cation
problem since [P ] \ L = ; if and only if [P ] � L . Let
L(G) denote the language generated by a grammar G and
let jjGjj denote the size of G. It is known that a context-
free grammar (cfg) G0 can be constructed from a cfg G such
that L(G0) = L(G) \ L and jjG0jj is O(jjGjj), and also the
emptiness problem for context-free language is solvable in
linear time in the size of cfg [11]. Hence, if [P ] is generated
by a cfg G such that jjGjj is O(jjP jj), then the veri�cation
problem is solvable in polynomial time in jjP jj. However,
it is open at the current time whether [P ] is a context-free
language for an arbitrary program P .
Let �check-free denote the subclass of programs which con-

tain only check(NO�) as a check node. We will show that
for a program P in �check-free, [P ] is a regular language and
hence we can e�ciently decide whether [P ] � L . For any
given program P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG;CG) in �check-free, we
de�ne a predicate CR (can return) : NO ! fTrue; Falseg
such that CR(n) = True if and only if the control can return
after n is invoked.

IS(n1) = call ; n1
CG
! n2;

n1
TG
! n3; CR(n2) = CR(n3) = True

CR(n1) = True
(2)

IS (n) = return

CR(n) = True
(3)

IS (n1) = check(NO�); n1
TG
! n2; CR(n2) = True

CR(n1) = True
(4)

Lemma 4.1. Let P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG;CG) be a program
in �check-free. For an arbitrary node n 2 NO of P ,

CR(n) = True if and only if there exist a node n0 such
that IS (n0) = return and
a valid state sequence
n . � � � . n0;

where a valid state sequence T is a sequence of states satis-
fying the following condition:

T = s1.� � �.sk such that s1; : : : ; sk 2 NO� and 8i < k: si.si+1:
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Proof Sketch. The only if part is shown by induction
on the number of inference rules of CR used for deriving
CR(n) = True. The if part is shown by induction on l of a
valid state sequence s1 . � � � . sl.

Using the predicate CR, we can construct a regular gram-
mar GP;S = (N;T;R; S) which generates the set [P ] as fol-
lows.

(a) N is a �nite set of nonterminal symbols and N = fSg[
fNi j ni 2 NOg.

(b) T is a �nite set of terminal symbols and T = NO .

(c) S is the start symbol.

(d) R is the set of productions which consists of:

S ! N1 for n1 = IT (5)

Ni ! ni for 8ni 2 NO : (6)

For each node ni, the following productions are added
to R according to IS (ni).

(1) IS(ni) = call :

Ni ! niNj for 8nj : ni
CG
! nj (7)

If 9nj : ni
CG
! nj and CR(nj) = True, then the

following production is also added to R.

Ni ! Nk for 8nk: ni
TG
! nk (8)

(2) IS(ni) = check(NO�):

Ni ! Nj for 8nj : ni
TG
! nj (9)

We can show that the language L(GP;S) generated by reg-
ular grammar GP;S coincides with the set [P ] of states.

Theorem 4.2. For a program P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG)
in �check-free, L(GP;S) = [P ].

Proof Sketch. It su�ces to show that for every

s 2 NO�, S
�
!GP;S

s if and only if IT . � � �.s 2 [[P ]], which
can be proved by using Lemma 4.1.

Theorem 4.3. Let P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG) be a pro-
gram in �check-free. The veri�cation problem for P and a
veri�cation property speci�ed by a DFA M is solvable in
O((jTG j+ jCG j) �#M ) time.

Proof. For an FA M , let L(M) denote the language ac-
cepted byM . From Theorem 4.2, we can construct a regular
grammar GP such that L(GP ) = [P ] \ L(M ) and kGP k is
O((jTG j + jCGj) � #M ). The emptiness problem for the
language generated by a regular grammar G is solvable in
O(kGk) time. Hence, we can decide whether L(GP ) = ; in
O((jTG j+ jCG j) �#M ) time. Furthermore, all the values
of predicate CR can be determined in O(jTG j+ jCGj) time
by applying the inference rules (in a non-redundant way)
until no value of CR for each node changes. Therefore, the
veri�cation problem is solvable in O((jTG j+ jCG j) �#M )
time.

As is the case with Theorem 3.1, the proof of the above
theorem is no longer valid if a veri�cation property L is
speci�ed by an NFA instead of a DFA. Especially, the veri-
�cation problem in this case can be shown to be PSPACE-
complete.

Proposition 4.4. Let P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG) be a
program in �check-free. The veri�cation problem for P and
a veri�cation property speci�ed by an NFA M is PSPACE-
complete.

Proof Sketch. Both problems, Finite Automaton

Inequivalence and Regular Expression

Non-Universality are known to be PSPACE-complete[8].
PSPACE-solvability of the veri�cation problem can be shown
by transforming the problem to the Finite Automaton

Inequivalence problem. PSPACE-hardness of the veri-
�cation problem can be shown by transforming Regular

Expression Non-Universality to the problem.

5. THE SUBCLASS �JDK1:2 OF PROGRAMS

5.1 Permission Based Model
As shown in sections 3 and 4, the veri�cation problem is
computationally intractable unless P = PSPACE while the
problem for the subclass �check-free is solvable in polyno-
mial time in the program size. In this section, we intro-
duce another subclass �JDK1:2 of programs which contain
only check nodes equivalent to checkPermission in JDK1.2.
�JDK1:2 properly includes �check-free. Also we show that the
veri�cation problem for �JDK1:2 is solvable in linear time in
the size of a program by reducing the problem for �JDK1:2

to the problem for �check-free.
In JDK1.2, an access to a resource is controlled by in-

specting the current contents of the stack. This mechanism
can be implemented as follows (called eager evaluation in
section 2.4 of [9]).

� Assume that a set of permissions is granted to each
method and every node in a method has the permis-
sions granted to that method. Also assume that at
each state of a program, the control keeps the set of
e�ective permissions. The set of e�ective permissions
is updated as follows when a method invocation or a
return occurs.

� When a method m2 is invoked from a method m1 and
the invocation is not privileged, then the set of e�ective
permissions becomes the intersection of the current set
and the set of permissions granted to m2.

� When a method m2 is invoked from a method m1 and
the invocation is privileged, then the set of e�ective
permissions becomes the intersection of the sets of per-
missions granted to m1 and granted to m2.

� An access is controlled by inspecting the current set
of e�ective permissions instead of by inspecting the
contents of the stack.

From a program PJDK1:2 in �JDK1:2, we can construct an

equivalent program bP where each node is a pair of a node
of PJDK1:2 and the set of e�ective permissions at that node.
For every check node of PJDK1:2, using the set of e�ective
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permissions in the node, we can statically know the result
of the execution of the check node. Therefore, by removing
all transfer edges emitted from the check nodes at which
the execution is aborted and by replacing all check nodes

with check(NO�), we can obtain an equivalent program bP
which belongs to �check-free. By Theorem 4.3, the veri�ca-

tion problem can be solved in linear time in the size of bP .
main

n1         :  call

n2         :  return

spender

n3    :   call

n4    :   call

clyde

n5   :   call

n6   :   call

debit

n7    : check(JDK(pdebit))

n8    :   call

n9    :   call

n10    : return

read

n11         :  check(JDK(pread))

n12        : return

write

n13         :  check(JDK(pwrite))

n14         : return

{d, r, w}

{d}

{d, r, w}

{d}

{d}

debit’

n7   : check(JDK(pdebit))

n8   :   call

n9   :   call

n10   : return

{d}

{d}

{d}

{d, r, w}

{d, r, w}

{d, r, w}

{d, r, w}

ƒ

ƒ

ƒ

ƒ

ƒ

ƒ

Figure 2: An equivalent program in �check-free

For example, from the program shown in Figure 1, we can
construct an equivalent program shown in Figure 2, where
each node is labeled with the set of e�ective permissions.
Since there are two paths in Figure 1 from the initial node
to the debit method and the sets of e�ective permissions at
the entry point of the debitmethod are di�erent according to
the selected path, the debitmethod is duplicated in Figure 2.
Since the execution of node n;7 does not succeed (pdebit =2 ;),

transfer edge from n;7 to n;8 is removed. The details of this
construction are described as follows.
Let PRM be a �nite set of access permissions. A program

PJDK1:2 in �JDK1:2 is a 7-tuple PJDK1:2 = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG;
CG;P BY ;PRV ). The �rst �ve components (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;
CG) are the same as those de�ned in section 2.1. The last
two components are:

P BY : NO ! 2PRM

PRV � fn j n 2 NO ; IS (n) = callg:

P BY (n) (possessed by n) is the set of permissions which
a node n has. In this model, we assume that all nodes in a
method have the same set of permissions, that is,

n
TG
! n0 ) P BY (n) = P BY (n0): (10)

The set N (p) of nodes which have a permission p is

N (p) = fn j p 2 P BY (n)g:

PRV is the set of privileged nodes. As a check node, only
check(JDK (p)) is allowed, where p 2 PRM . Recall that
JDK (p) is represented as:

JDK (p) = (NO�(PRV \ N (p)) [ �)(N (p))�: (11)

We present a transformation from a given program in
�JDK1:2 to a program in �check-free.

Construction 5.1.
Input: a program PJDK1:2 = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG;P BY ;PRV ).

Output: the program bP = (dNO ;cIS ;cIT ;dTG ;dCG) in �check-free

where:

1. dNO = NO � 2PRM . An element of dNO is represented
as nPi (n 2 NO ; Pi � PRM ).

2. For arbitrary n 2 NO and Pi � PRM,

(2.1) IS (n) = call ) cIS (nPi) = call ,

(2.2) IS (n) = return ) cIS(nPi) = return,

(2.3) IS (n) = check(JDK (p))) cIS (nPi) = check(dNO�
).

3. cIT = ITP BY (IT).

4. dTG and dCG are de�ned as follows. For an arbitrary
Pi � PRM,

(4.1) ni
CG
! nj ) nPi

i

dCG
�! n

Pj

j where

Pj =

�
Pi \ P BY (nj) ni 62 PRV ;
P BY (ni) \ P BY (nj) ni 2 PRV ;

(4.2) ni
TG
! nj and IS(ni) = call ) nPi

i

dTG
�! nPi

j ,

(4.3) ni
TG
! nj, IS (ni) = check(JDK (p)) and p 2 Pi )

nPi
i

dTG
�! nPi

j .

Note that program bP contains only check(dNO�
) as a check

node and hence bP 2 �check-free. In practice, it su�ces to

construct the nodes reachable from the initial node cIT and
the edges connecting them.
We show that the set [[PJDK1:2]] of traces of a program

PJDK1:2 in �JDK1:2 coincides with the set [[ bP ]] of traces of
program bP (modulo the homomorphism which erases the
e�ective permissions).

Lemma 5.1. For a program PJDK1:2 =(NO, IS, IT, TG,

CG, P BY, PRV), let bP =(dNO, cIS, cIT , dTG, dCG) be the
program obtained from PJDK1:2 by Construction 5.1. Let us

de�ne the homomorphism h : (dNO[f.g)� ! (NO[f.g)� as

h(nP) = n for nP 2dNO and h(.) = .. Then, [[PJDK1:2]] =

h([[ bP ]]).
Proof Sketch. It su�ces to show that IT . � � � .

n1n2 � � �nk 2 [[PJDK1:2]] if and only if cIT.� � �.nP11 nP22 � � �nPk

k 2

[[ bP ]] where P1 = P BY (n1) and

Pi =

�
Pi�1 \ P BY (ni) ni�1 62 PRV
P BY (ni�1) \ P BY (ni) ni�1 2 PRV

for each 1 < i � k. The only if part is shown by induction
on the length of a trace of PJDK1:2. The if part is shown by

induction on the length of a trace of bP .
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Theorem 5.2. The veri�cation problem for a program
PJDK1:2 in �JDK1:2 and a veri�cation property speci�ed by
a DFA M is solvable in linear time in the program size
jjPJDK1:2jj and the number ]M of states of M .

Proof. Let PJDK1:2 = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG ;P BY ;PRV )

be a program in �JDK1:2 and let bP be the program in �check-free

obtained from PJDK1:2 by Construction 5.1. Recall that
solving the veri�cation problem for PJDK1:2 and L(M ) is
equivalent to deciding whether [PJDK1:2] � L(M ) or not.
By Lemma 5.1, this decision is further equivalent to de-

ciding whether h([ bP ]) � L(M ). bP belongs to �check-free

and the class of regular languages is closed under homo-
morphism (for any regular grammar G, a regular gram-
mar G0 can be constructed such that L(G0) = h(L(G)) and
jjGjj = O(jjGjj)). Hence, by Theorem 4.3, the veri�cation
problem for PJDK1:2 and L(M ) is solvable in polynomial

time in jj bP jj and ]M . More speci�cally, the problem is

solvable in O((jdTG j + jdCG j) � ]M ) time. Since jdTG j and
jdCGj are O(jTG j �2jPRM j) and O(jCG j �2jPRM j) respectively,

the time complexity is O((jTG j+ jCG j) � ]M � 2
jPRM j).

Note. By Proposition 4.4, we can see that if a veri�-
cation property L is speci�ed by an NFA M 0

 instead of a
DFA M in Theorem 5.2, then the time complexity of the
veri�cation problem becomes PSPACE-complete.

5.2 Domain Based Model
In Construction 5.1, we let each node of bP be a pair of a node
of PJDK1:2 and the set of e�ective permissions, and thus the

size of bP is O(kPJDK1:2k�2
jPRM j). In this section we show an

alternative way of constructing bP from PJDK1:2 where each

node of bP is a pair of a node of PJDK1:2 and a subset of pro-

tection domains; then the size of bP is O(kPJDK1:2k � 2
jDOM j)

where DOM is the set of protection domains. We refer to
this construction algorithm as the domain based construc-

tion of bP . Practically, the number of protection domains
is often smaller than the number of permissions, in which
case the domain based construction is more e�cient than
Construction 5.1.
Below we describe the domain based construction of bP . In

JDK1.2, each method belongs to exactly one protection do-
main (or for short, domain) and each domain is granted a set
of permissions. Let PJDK1:2 = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG;P BY ;
PRV ) be a program in �JDK1:2 and let DOM a �nite set of
domains. Assume that the domain which a node n 2 NO
belongs to is given and is denoted by D OF (n) (2 DOM ).
The set of domains which is granted a permission p is also
given and is denoted by GRNT (p) (� DOM ). We assume
that every node in a method belongs to the same domain,
that is,

n
TG
! n0 ) D OF (n) = D OF (n0):

(Note that P BY (n) = fp j D OF (n) 2 GRNT (p)g should
hold and thus this model does not conict with the as-
sumptions in section 5.1.) The access control of JDK1.2
can be achieved by inspecting whether the domain of ev-
ery node in the stack (precisely, every node which is not a
proper ancestor of any privileged node) is granted a spec-
i�ed permission. The domain based construction of a pro-

gram bP = (dNO ;cIS ;cIT ;dTG;dCG) in �check-free from PJDK1:2

is the same as Construction 5.1, but we let each node of bP
be augmented by the set of domains of nodes in the stack
instead of the set of e�ective permissions. The di�erences
between this construction and Construction 5.1 are:

(1) dNO = NO � 2DOM ,

(3) cIT = IT fD OF(IT)g,

(4.1) ni
CG
! nj ) nDi

i

dCG
�! n

Dj

j where

Dj =

�
Di [ fD OF (nj)g if ni =2 PRV ,
fD OF (ni);D OF (nj)g if ni 2 PRV ,

(4.3) ni
TG
! nj , IS (ni) = check(JDK (p))

and Di � GRNT (p)) nDi
i

dTG
�! nDi

j .

The equality between bP and PJDK1:2 can be shown in the
same way as shown in Lemma 5.1.
Although so far we assumed thatDOM ;D OF andGRNT

are given, we can derive them from P BY as follows: De�ne
DOM as the set of the equivalence classes on NO de�ned by
the relation � such that n � n0 , P BY (n) = P BY (n0),
D OF (n) = fn0 j P BY (n) = P BY (n0)g and GRNT (p) =
fD OF (n) j p 2 P BY (n)g. Note that the cardinality of
DOM in this de�nition is not larger than that of any given
set of protection domains (there exists at most one protec-
tion domain which is granted a given subset of permissions
in this de�nition).
By Theorem 5.2, the veri�cation problem for a program

PJDK1:2 in �JDK1:2 and a veri�cation property speci�ed by
a DFA M is solvable in O(kPJDK1:2k � ]M � 2

jPRM j) by

Construction 5.1, and in O(kPJDK1:2k � ]M � 2
jDOM j) by the

domain based construction. We can choose one of these
algorithms based on whether jPRM j < jDOM j.
The results on the complexity of the veri�cation problem

shown in sections 3, 4 and 5 are summarized in Table 1.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed the computational complexity of
the veri�cation problem to decide whether a given program
which may contain stack inspection satis�es a given security
property. Narrowing the gap between the upperbound and
the lowerbound of the problem's complexity in three cases
in Table 1 is a future study. Applying our model to other
types of the veri�cation problems (e.g., liveness veri�cation)
is another interesting question.
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Appendix: Detailed Proofs
Proposition 3.2 Let P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG;CG) be a

program and L a veri�cation property which satis�es the
assumption stated in Theorem 3.1 except that the language

check(L11) check(L12) check(L13)

check(L21) check(L22) check(L23)

check(Lm1) check(Lm2) check(Lm3)

rt: return

truth assignment

satisfaction check

header

CG
TG

… … …

……

(Q1=∃)

(Q2=∀)

(Qn=∃)

return return

x2,T: call return

return return

x2,F: call

x1,T: callx1,F: call

ns: call nt: call

xn,T: callxn,F: call

Figure 3: The program PQ3SAT to solve Quantified

3SAT

L�i in each check(L�i) is speci�ed by a DFA M�i . The
veri�cation problem for P and L is PSPACE-hard.

Proof. We transform Quantified 3-Satisfiability

(Quantified 3SAT) problem to the veri�cation problem.
An instance of Quantified 3SAT is a Boolean formula F =
(Q1x1)(Q2x2) : : : (Qnxn)E where E is a conjunction of 3-
literal disjunctive clauses involving the variables x1; x2; : : : ; xn
and each Qi is either \9" or \8."
The program PQ3SAT constructed by the transformation

consists of three parts: header, truth assignment, and sat-
isfaction check (Figure 3). A header consists of two nodes
ns and nt. A truth assignment consists of xi;F and xi;T for
1 � i � n. We consider that \false" is assigned to xi when
the control passes through xi;F and \true" is assigned to xi
when the control passes through xi;T. We put a call edge
between xi�1;V and xi;V 0 for every V; V 0 2 fF;Tg if Qi is
\9" (Figure 4). That is, in this case the program tries as-
signing one of the truth values to xi. If Qi is \8," we put a
call edge from xi�1;V to xi;F for each V 2 fF;Tg and put
a transfer edge between xi;F and xi;T. The program tries
assigning each truth value to xi in this case.
Suppose E = C1 ^C2 ^ � � � ^Cm and Ci = ui1 _ ui2 _ ui3

for 1 � i � m, where uij is a literal over fx1; : : : ; xng. A
satisfaction check consists of check(Lij) for 1 � i � m and
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xi-1,F xi-1,T

xi,F xi,T

xi,F xi,T

return

returnreturn

(b) Qi=∀

(a) Qi=∃

xi-1,F xi-1,T

Figure 4: Edges in the truth assignment-part of
PQ3SAT

1 � j � 3, where

Lij =

�
nsNO

k�1xk;FNO
� if uij = xk;

nsNO
k�1xk;TNO

� if uij = xk:

The control can reach the return node rt if the current truth
assignment satis�es E.
Therefore, an execution of PQ3SAT reaches the node nt if

and only if F is true. That is, [[PQ3SAT]] 6� Lsafe[ ] for L =
(NO � fntg)

� if and only if F is true. Since the language
Lij can be speci�ed by a DFA Mij such that #Mij � n+2,
this transformation can be performed in polynomial time.

Lemma 4.1 Let P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG;CG) be a pro-
gram in �check-free. For an arbitrary node n 2 NO of P ,

CR(n) = True if and only if there exists a node n0 such
that IS(n0) = return and
a valid state sequence
n . � � � . n0;

where a valid state sequence T is a sequence of states satis-
fying the following condition:

T = s1.� � �.sk such that s1; : : : ; sk 2 NO� and 8i < k: si.si+1:

Proof. The only if part can be shown by induction on
the application number of inference rules of CR used for
deriving CR(n) = True.
The proof of the if part is as follows. Suppose that there

is a valid state sequence T1 = s1.� � �.sl where si 2 NO� (1 �
i � l), s1 = n, sl = n0, and IS(n0) = return. This part is
proved by induction on l. Note that in the case of l = 1,
IS(n) = return.

� IS(n) = return. By inference rule (3), CR(n) = True.

� IS(n) = check(NO�). There is a node n2 such that

n
TG
! n2 and s2 = n2. The state sequence s2 . � � � .

sl satis�es the condition of this lemma and is shorter
than T1. By the induction hypothesis, CR(n2) = True.
Hence, CR(n) = True holds by inference rule (4).

� IS(n) = call . The valid state sequence T1 can be writ-
ten as T1 = n.nm.ns01.� � �.ns

0
k.nm

0.n2.� � �.n
0, where

s0i 2 NO+ (1 � i � k), IS (m0) = return, n
CG
! m and

n
TG
! n2. Since valid state sequence m.s01 . � � �.s

0
k .m

0

obtained by removing the leftmost node n from ev-
ery state in subsequence nm . ns01 . � � � . ns

0
k . nm

0 of
T1 satis�es the condition of this lemma and is shorter

than T1, CR(m) = True holds by the induction hy-
pothesis. Similarly, for subsequence n2 . � � � . n

0 of T1,
CR(n2) = True holds. Hence, we obtain CR(n) = True
by inference rule (2).

Theorem 4.2 For a program P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG)
in �check-free, L(GP;S) = [P ].

Proof. It su�ces to show that for every s 2 NO�, S
�
!GP;S

s if and only if IT . � � � . s 2 [[P ]] holds.
The only if part is shown by induction on the sum of

application numbers of production rules (7){(9).

(basis) If the derivation S
�
!GP;S

s is obtained without
applying the production rules (7){(9), then

S !GP;S
N1 by (5)

!GP;S
n1 = s: by (6)

Clearly, n1 = IT 2 [[P ]] holds.
(inductive step) We consider the case that the last pro-
duction among (7){(9) applied in the derivation is (8). The
proof of the other cases is similar. Suppose there is a deriva-
tion of the following form.

S
�
!GP;S

n1 � � �nlNi
!GP;S

n1 � � �nlNk by (8)
!GP;S

n1 � � �nlnk: by (6)
(12)

Then, the following derivation also exists.

S
�
!GP;S

n1 � � �nlNi
!GP;S

n1 � � �nlni: by (6)

Since the application number of production rules (7){(9) in
the above derivation is less than that of the derivation (12),
we can use the inductive hypothesis and obtain

IT . � � � . n1 � � �nlni 2 [[P ]]: (13)

On the other hand, by the existence of the production (8)

(Ni ! Nk), we can see that IS (ni) = call , 9nj : ni
CG
! nj ,

CR(nj) = True and ni
TG
! nk. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1,

there is a node nr such that IS (nr) = return and a valid
state sequence:

nj . � � � . nr: (14)

From (13), (14) and the fact that ni
CG
! nj , IT . � � � .

n1 � � �nlni . n1 � � �nlninj . � � � . n1 � � �nlninr 2 [[P ]]. Since

ni
TG
! nk, IT . � � � . n1 � � �nlnk 2 [[P ]].

The proof of if part is similar and can be shown by in-
duction on the length of the trace.

Proposition 4.4 Let P = (NO ; IS ; IT ;TG ;CG) be a
program in �check-free. The veri�cation problem for P and a
veri�cation property speci�ed by an NFA M is PSPACE-
complete.

Proof. Both of the following two problems are known to
be PSPACE-complete[8].

Finite Automaton Inequivalence
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CG

σ1: call

σ|Σ|: callσ2: call

σ3: call

Figure 5: The program P��

Instance: Two NFA M1 and M2 having the same input
alphabet �.

Question: L(M1) 6= L(M2)?

Regular Expression Non-Universality

Instance: A regular expression E over a �nite alphabet �.
Question: For a regular expression E, let L(E) denote the

language expressed by E. Then, L(E) 6= ��?

PSPACE-solvability of the veri�cation problem can be
shown by transforming the problem to the Finite Automa-
ton Inequivalence problem. We can construct an NFA
MP;S such that [P ] = L(MP;S) and #MP;S = O(jNO j). We
can also construct an NFA MP;S; such that L(MP;S; ) =
L(MP;S)\L(M ) and #MP;S; = #MP;S �#M . This con-
struction of MP;S and MP;S; completes the transformation
since [P ] 6� L(M ) i� [P ] 6= [P ] \ L(M ) i� L(MP;S) 6=
L(MP;S; ).
PSPACE-hardness of the veri�cation problem can be shown

by transformingRegular Expression Non-Universality
to the problem. First we construct the program P�� = (NO ;
IS ; IT ;TG ;CG) in Figure 5, where the set NO of nodes is
the alphabet � and the entry point IT is an arbitrary node
�1 2 �. P�� is similar to the complete graph with j�j nodes
and obviously [P�� ] = �1�

�. Second we construct an NFA
M such that L(M ) = L(�1 �E) from the regular expression
E. This construction ofM can be performed in polynomial
time[11]. The construction of P�� and M completes the
transformation since [P�� ] 6� L(M ) i� �1�

� 6� L(�1 �E) i�
�� 6= L(E).

Lemma 5.1 For a program PJDK1:2 =(NO, IS, IT, TG,

CG, P BY, PRV), let bP =(dNO , cIS , cIT , dTG , dCG) be the
program obtained from PJDK1:2 by Construction 5.1. Let us

de�ne the homomorphism h : (dNO[f.g)� ! (NO[f.g)� as

h(nP) = n for nP 2 dNO and h(.) = .. Then, [[PJDK1:2]] =

h([[ bP ]]).
Proof. It su�ces to show that IT . � � � . n1n2 � � �nk 2

[[PJDK1:2]] if and only if cIT . � � � . nP11 nP22 � � �nPk

k 2 [[ bP ]]
where P1 = P BY (n1) and

Pi =

�
Pi�1 \ P BY(ni) ni�1 62 PRV
P BY (ni�1) \ P BY (ni) ni�1 2 PRV

for each 1 < i � k.
The only if part is shown by induction on the length of a
trace of PJDK1:2.

(basis) Clearly, hIT i 2 [[PJDK1:2]] and hITP BY (IT)i 2

[[ bP ]].
(inductive step) There are three cases to consider.

Case 1: IT.� � �.n1 � � �nk�1.n1 � � �nk�1nk 2 [[PJDK1:2]], IS (nk�1) =

call and nk�1
CG
! nk.

Case 2: IT . � � �.n1 � � �nk�1nknk+1 .n1 � � �nk�1n
0
k 2 [[PJDK1:2]],

IS (nk+1) = return and nk
TG
! n0k.

Case 3: IT . � � � . n1 � � �nk�1nk . n1 � � �nk�1n
0
k 2 [[PJDK1:2]],

IS (nk) = check(JDK (p)) and nk
TG
! n0k.

We will give a proof for case 3, the most di�cult case. By
the induction hypothesis on IT . � � � . n1 � � �nk�1nk, we can

see that cIT . � � � . nP11 � � �nPk

k 2 [[ bP ]] where P1 = P BY (n1)
and

Pi =

�
Pi�1 \ P BY (ni) ni�1 62 PRV ;
P BY (ni�1) \ P BY (ni) ni�1 2 PRV

(15)
for 1 < i � k. Hence, it su�ces to show that

nP11 � � �n
Pk�1

k�1 n
Pk

k . nP11 � � �n
Pk�1

k�1 n0k
Pk : (16)

and

Pk =

�
Pk�1 \ P BY (nk0) nk�1 62 PRV ;
P BY (nk�1) \ P BY (nk0) nk�1 2 PRV

(17)

First, we prove (17). Since nk
TG
! n0k, we can see P BY (nk) =

P BY (nk0) by (10). Letting i = k in (15), we obtain (17).
Next, we show (16) holds. It follows from n1 � � �nk�1nk .
n1 � � �nk�1n

0
k and IS (nk) = check(JDK (p)) that

n1 � � �nk�1nk 2 check(JDK (p)) = (NO�(PRV\N (p))[�)(N (p))�:
(18)

There are two cases.

� Assume that ni 62 PRV for 1 � i < k. By (15),

Pk =
\

1�i�k

P BY (ni): (19)

By (18), ni 2 N (p) for 1 � i � k, which implies p 2T
1�i�k P BY (ni) by the de�nition of N (p). Hence,

p 2 Pk by (19).

� Assume that there exists a node nj 2 PRV (1 � j < k)
and ni 62 PRV for j < i < k. By (15),

Pk =
\

j�i�k

P BY (ni): (20)

By (18), ni 2 N (p) (j � i � k) and thus p 2
T
j�i�k

P BY (ni) = Pk by the de�nition of N (p) and (20).

In either case, p 2 Pk holds and n
Pk

k

dTG
�! n0k

Pk is con-
structed by (4.3) of Construction 5.1. Therefore, (16) holds.

The if part can be shown by induction on the length of a

trace of bP .
Therefore, [[PJDK1:2]] = h([[ bP ]]) holds by the de�nition of
h.
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